
More Overleaf

TO FULL SET

Key-in your four digit  user code. The exit
tone will start. Leave premises via the
designated exit door.
Tone will stop after preset time. The
alarm system will then be SET.

X X X X

TO PART SET
Your alarm system may have been
installed to allow you to to have part of
the premises set while other  area(s) are
off, thereby allowing free access within
the off area(s), and alarm protection in
the set areas. To set the system with
area 2 and/or 3 omitted, proceed as
shown. Note that the exit tone is auto-
matically reduced by one third so as not
to disturb sleeping occupants when part
setting the system.

2 OMIT

And/Or

3 OMIT

X X X X

Followed
by

TO SWITCH OFF

X X X X

Go to
control panel

Enter via
designated

route

IF A ZONE LIGHT ILLUMINATES WHILE SETTING
If you are setting or part setting the
system and the sounder emits an
interrupted tone, an open zone is
indicated, e.g., an open door, etc. The
appropriate zone light will also be
illuminated. Check and eliminate cause
then re-enter code. If fault persists, call
engineer.
If the Entry/Exit light is illuminated, you
may have the exit door open while
setting. In this case, leave the premises,
the open zone condition will
automatically be cancelled when the door
is closed.

X X X X

Zone (x)

Interrupted
Exit Tone

Investigate cause and
restart setting sequence

                       Plus

FULL SET
Enter by the designated entry door.
Entry tone will start. Go to control panel
and key-in your four digit access code.
System will return to DAY.
PART SET
To switch off the system when Part-Set,
enter area, entry tone will start, go to
control panel and key-in your four digit
access code. System will return  to DAY.

Note:   If you exceed half the programmed
entry time the internal sounder will emit
an internal alarm tone, go to control
panel and key-in your access code to
stop sounder and return system to Day.
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TO CHANGE YOUR ACCESS CODE
Your new code can be ANY four digit
code you choose.

ENTER The Old Four Digit Code6

ENTER
Two Bleeps

from
Sounder

TO TEST BELLS
The system must be in 'Day' before
starting the test.
The external and internal sounders will
operate for three seconds and then the
strobe will operate for three seconds.
The system will then return to 'Day'.

ENTER4

X X X X

TO WALK TEST
When you have completed the sequence
shown on the left, the internal sounder
will emit a steady tone.
You can now test the operation of the
Exit/Entry zone, Zones 1, 2 and 3. Each
time a zone is opened, the internal
sounder will emit a pulsing tone.
You cannot  test the 'Tamper Circuits' or
the 'Panic Buttons' without creating an
alarm condition.
To stop walk test, key-in your access
code.

ENTER5

X X X X

TO RESET AFTER AN ALARM
Alarm when set:  When an alarm occurs
with the system either 'Fully Set' or 'Part
Set', go to control panel and key-in your
four digit access code. The panel  'Day'
light and the light(s) associated with the
alarm condition will be illuminated.
Reset system:  To reset the system,
key-in your access code again. The 'Day'
light only will be illuminated.
Tamper Alarm:  If you hear the internal
sounder with the system off (Day), go to
control panel. The 'Tamper' light will be
illuminated. Key-in your access code to
stop the sounder. Call your alarm
installer for service.
Panic Alarm:   To cancel a 'Panic Alarm',
first reset the panic button, then key-in
your four digit access code.

X X X X

Day

Enter
Building

Go To Control
Panel

Zone
Tamper

Panic

& either

X X X X

To reset system, reset
any panic buttons
activated, then
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